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Other colours and sizes are available on request.

- Lightweight, temporary barrier option
- Cordon off restricted areas or any potential safety hazards
- Non-adhesive
- Range of colours and styles

BARRIER TAPE

Product code Description
BTDRW100X75 Danger barrier tape - red / white 100m x 75mm

BTCYB100X75 Caution barrier tape - yellow / black 100m x 75mm

BTRW100X75 Barrier tape - red / white 100m x 75mm

BTBW100X75 Barrier tape - blue / white 100m x 75mm

BTYB100X75 Barrier tape - yellow / black 100m x 75mm

- Designed for easy night time recognition of objects and to provide   
  increased road safety for vehicles
- Choose from either tape suitable for rigid flat surfaces or tape suitable  
  for curved flexible surfaces
- Available in a range of colours

REFLECTIVE TAPE

Product code Description
RT5050W White reflective tape (rigid flat) 50.8mm x 50m

RT5050R Red reflective tape (rigid flat) 50.8mm x 50m

RT5050Y Yellow reflective tape (rigid flat) 50.8mm x 50m

RT5050W-TARP White reflective tape (flexible) 50.8mm x 50m

RT5050R-TARP Red reflective tape (flexible) 50.8mm x 50m

RT5050Y-TARP Yellow reflective tape (flexible) 50.8mm x 50m

FRONTIER BUNTING 30m ROLL 
FLUORO ORANGE
FRBUNTINGFO030M

 - Hi-vis fluoro PVC triangle flags
 - Reusable high-strength nylon rope
 - Provides excellent visibility for hazard areas
 - 30m length
 - 45 flags

Other colours and sizes are available on request.

- High visibility in a range of colours
- Lightweight flags yet sturdy and highly durable nylon rope
- Flag size: 18cm x 25cm
- 45 flags per 30 metre roll

BUNTING

Product code Description
BUNTINGO-30M Orange bunting 180mm x 250mm x 30m

BUNTINGB-30M Blue bunting 180mm x 250mm x 30m

BUNTINGG-30M Green bunting 180mm x 250mm x 30m

BUNTINGODZ-30M Orange drop zone 180mm x 250mm x 30m

Product Code Size
BEH765-5 5 pack

BEH765-20 20 pack

EXTENSION LEAD HOOKS
BEH765

- Attaches to pipe, scaffolding, nails, reo bar etc
- Takes 4 power leads and 2 air hoses
- Manufactured from insulating polypropylene
- Packets of 5 or 20 hooks

ADJUSTABLE LEAD STAND
BLS731

ADJUSTABLE LEAD STAND 
POST ONLY
BLP788

- Keeps electrical leads and air hoses up  
 off the ground
- Allows freedom of movement for  
 machines and personnel
- Thumb screws on assembly and adjustment
- Extendable 1.5M to 2.6M
- Powder coated safety yellow for visibility
- Removable telescopic lead stand attachment
- Takes 8 electrical leads
- Takes 2 air hoses

Maxisafe Adjustable Lead Stand  
Post only to suit BLS731
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SAFETY - WORK PLACE AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
FRONTIER TRAFFIC CONE
FRCONE

 - PVC Fluoro Orange 450mm/700mm   
without tape

 - Reflect Fluoro Orange 450mm/700mm  
150mm Class 1 ref white tape

FRONTIER BOLLARD AND BASE BLACK
FRBLRD

 - FRBLRDBAS 6kg or 8kg sturdy base
 - FRBLRDKIT Stem and 6kg or 8kg Base
 - High quality orange PVC
 - Reflective tape provide excellent 
visibility - even in low light

 - 900mm height
 - 240mm Class 1 reflective
 - Sold individually

Product code Description
STC450R Orange reflective safety cone - 450mm (H)

STC700R Orange reflective safety cone - 700mm (H)

STC700R-BW Blue reflective safety cone - 700mm (H)

STC700R-YW Yellow reflective safety cone - 700mm (H)

- High visibility safety cones
- Large range of colours and sizes
- Class 1 retroreflective band applied   
  in accordance with AS1742.3-2009
- Manufactured from flexible PVC

- Bollards are manufactured from tough   
  flexible PVC to cushion any knocks  
  or collisions
- Supplied as a complete post and base    
  set with either a 8kg or a 6kg base
- T-top bollards are ideal to barrier off   
  unauthorised or restricted access areas in   
  conjunction with bunting flags, safety chain   
  or barrier tape
- The base features a carry handle for  
  easy transportation

T-TOP BOLLARDS

SAFETY CONES

Product code Description
BOLLARD6 T-top bollard with 6kg base

BOLLARD8 T-top bollard with 8kg base

Other colours and sizes are available on request.

 BOLLARD 6KG
28928

- High reflective and high visibility
- Reflective height 250mm
- Base: 420mm x 420mm
- Base weight: 6kg

SAFE STEP 100

- Single component, epoxy ester  
   non-slip floor and outside surface   
   coating
- Designed for areas of heavy   
  pedestrian traffic
- Quick drying
- R13 anti-slip rating

Material Number Description
E460004 – Light Grey 4L

E460005 – Dark Grey 4L

E460006 – Safety Yellow 4L

 BARRIER MESH
28909

- Barrier Mesh 100gsm x 1m x 50m
- Material 95% virgin 5% recycled material
- UV resistant, flexible and lightweight
- Easy to install and take down

BEAVER PLASTIC CHAIN - LONG LINK
131006

 - Colours: Black/Yellow, Red/White
 - Heavy duty
 - 50m reel length
 - Not to be used for lifting

 RED & WHITE BARRIER TAPE
10007

- 75mm x 100m
- Printed both sides

CAUTION SAFETY BARRIER REEL
BR50020C 

-  Supplied with 16m of yellow/black band 
with fixed-handle

-  Automatic spring rewind mechanism
-  Integral swivelling steel wall bracket
-  Compact design allow mounting  

in most situations
-  Robust plastic outer reel casing
-  A must for addressing  

workplace &  
employee safety

-  BR50010D Also available with 16m  
of red/white band with fixed-handle


